HMS BOUNTY
1962
I am convinced this is accurate from memory, records, my photo album and my scrap book.
1962 was a big year for Joan and me. I had gone home for a week vacation from Radio College of
Canada, Toronto and she and I were married on September 7, 1961. Joan came back to Toronto with me
via train. I had rented a small apartment near the New Mount Sinai Hospital and Joan had no trouble in
getting a position on the nursing staff. The nurses on staff used to tease her for being the youngest
nurse. I am ten months older than Joan. I had to study very hard and I would try and teach Joan what I
had learned each day. It sure helped me pass the federal government examination and I received my
federal radio licence in February 1962.
Radio knows no boundary so it has to be governed via an international organization. This international
organization is the International Telecommunication Union with headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland.
This union holds various conferences in various cities around the world. The federal government in each
of the world’s nations issues these radio licenses for the radio stations and operators within their
country. In Canada it was the Department of Transport in 1962. Each operator was to have at least six
months sea time in a ship and have his license renewed every five years. This was a mere formality, but
this union held a conference every five years and one could be brought up to date on any changes when
they had their license renewed.
Joan’s father and my brother Ken came up from Nova Scotia for the drive and drove us home. I was
fortunate to obtain the position as Radio Officer in the square rigged sailing vessel BOUNTY. This vessel
had been built in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, the first time a vessel was built simply to make a motion
picture.
BOUNTY was 118 feet long with a 30-foot, 6-inch beam and a 14-foot draft and carried 10,000 square
feet of canvas sail, 10-miles of rope known as running rigging. She was fitted with Caterpillar diesel
engines. She was twin screw (two propellers) and each propeller was connected to a diesel engine that
was the same size as the engine in the D8 Caterpillar bulldozer. She had two Caterpillar generators that
produced 440 volts for the stove in the galley and 110 volts for the lighting. Her main mast was 118-feet
above the water, the same as her length. Her official number was 312725. She was 415.52 gross tons
and 110.98 net tons. She was registered in Canada as a yacht and had international call sign VYFM.
BOUNTY spent 1961 filming the movie “Mutiny on the Bounty” around Tahiti. This was a re-enactment
of a mutiny that had taken place off Tahiti in 1798.
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BOUNTY flying the red ensign Canada flew from 1957 until replaced by the Canadian maple leaf flag on
February 15th, 1965, three years after this date. Captain Coggins was from the old school and always
“made her number” while entering or leaving port and when we met another ship at sea. One made her
number by flying the letters VYFM with signal flags in a vertical line with the V at the top from her
mizzen mast next to the red ensign. Unfortunately I did not get a photograph of this.

This is part of a post card sold by Colchester Print and Lithograph, Limited, Truro, Nova Scotia. They sold
several of these post cards depicting a few different photographs of BOUNTY taken while on sea trials
off Lunenburg, Nova Scotia in October 1960. We were there in HMCS SWANSEA and had some
photographs of this event in the Navy’s publication The Crowsnest. I received my naval discharge a few
months after this, went to Radio College of Canada and joined BOUNTY on graduation.
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In October 1961 BOUNTY went alongside the Southwind Marina at Long Beach, California having
finished the movie, paid the crew off and sent them home. In the spring of 1962 they decided to send
BOUNTY on a publicity cruise to advertise this movie. They hired a crew for this publicity cruise and I was
selected as the ship’s radio officer. The rest of the crew came mainly from Nova Scotia and many had
been part of the crew during the filming, including the Captain.
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The only ones I know still living on this list are Bob Savage, Hugh Boyd, John Allen, and I. It is easier to list
it that way than list those I know who are not living.
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Coggins held a Sailing Masters certificate and when he retired the Coast Guard would get him in to
examine anyone who wanted to sit for a sailing master’s certificate. They had no one else. Hemphill and
Kisielew both held Master Mariners Certificates. “Ziggie” Kisielew was a nice shipmate and was from
Poland. His mother was still in Poland and he asked me to send her birthday greetings in Polish. This I
enjoyed because it had one “tiddley letter” an O with the two dots on top. I knew the Morse character
for this from my experience with the navy. I transmitted this direct into Poland via station SPE, another
great memory for me. Ziggie was master of the British Columbia Ferries and lived in B.C.
Able Seaman Bob Savage was from New Brunswick.
John Allen’s mother was Captain Coggins sister.
Bill Manning was an American and the only American in the crew. He had been sailing in a yacht and was
shipwrecked on Tahiti. They said he was very hungry when they found him, fed him and kept him as part
of the crew. He was very musical and a lot of fun.
Percy Coffin got into the swing of things in a big way making his own clothes out of canvas and his shoes
out of rope. Unfortunately Percy did not like Americans and tried to throw the American Pilot overboard
on our trip through the Panama Canal. I saw Percy yell at Captain Coggins for not having enough sail on
BOUNTY once and he was fired in Boston and flew home with my wife and her sister. Percy bought a
small sailboat when he got home and it was found upside down off Halifax but they never found Percy.
He must have had more sail on it than it wanted.
The Ordinary Seaman Robert Keddy on this list became Captain Robert Keddy, Master of the ferries in
Halifax Harbour. His name was one planned for a new ferry a few years ago and the public was asked to
vote on the name. I was really hoping “Captain Bob” would have been chosen but something else was
chosen.
Levi Gloade the 2nd Cook was a Micmac Indian known today as Mi’kmaq. His son Bob Gloade is now the
Chief of the Millbrook Indian village. It is the second cook’s duty to cook breakfast. Chief Mate Ralph
Hemphill enjoyed eating and especially breakfast. When we were getting near France Levi was still in his
bunk at breakfast time and when Ralph went to get him up Levi came at him with a knife. Needless to
say Levi was flown home from France.
We were flown from Halifax, Nova Scotia to Los Angeles, California to rejoin the ship on May 2 nd. The
first time I had flown in a jet aircraft. We flew in a Boeing 707 from Chicago to Los Angeles. We spent
most of May getting BOUNTY ready for sea.
The radio station VYFM was a bit of a mess. A radio station in a ship requires a good electrical
connection to the water and this is a real headache in a vessel with a wooden hull. The BOUNTY had a
sheet of copper attached to the outside of the hull like most wooden hulls. A bolt connecting this sheet
of copper is fed through the hull. The copper strip from this bolt to the radio station in BOUNTY was very
small and thin. The station was lucky to see six feet down this strip and nowhere near the water. An RCA
technician gave me a hand with this and we replaced this copper strip with thick wide copper and
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soldered each strip so that it was as good as we could get it. The rod that went from the transmitter
through the hull to the antenna had all the colours of a rainbow and many of its own. It was corrosion.
We cleaned that and found a piece of plastic tubing to put over the rod. Metro Goldwyn Mayer the
company that owned the ship insisted that the antenna be cap tarred to protect those working aloft on
the sail. They used a long wire from an electric welder. It worked but the wire was like horse hair and I
later learned it corroded fast and badly so that I had to cut a piece off now and then. This is the best we
can do. There is no emergency equipment so if we have an emergency I will have to tell the world all I
can while the ships generator is working, because as soon as that generator shuts off that will be the
end of the radio. I am a very sound sleeper so I made the habit of leaving the radio set for a distress, and
all I would have to do is throw the electrical power switch and the station would be ready to transmit.
This is a habit I kept until my final run in a ship.
Franklyn Milton, W6BZN, Supervisor of the Sound Department at MGM was down a couple of times.
When Captain Coggins interviewed me at his home in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia he asked me if I would be
willing to operate an amateur radio station. That I had done in the navy. A couple of those in the navy
had stations that I had operated and I was more than willing to do that. On Frank’s second trip he
brought a homemade antenna tuner for the Collins KWM-1 transceiver he had brought down on his first
trip. He told me this unit was mine at the end of the cruise if I would use it.
The Chrysler Motor Company would let MGM have any of their vehicles for one dollar providing they
used it in their movies. Captain Coggins was given a Dodge station wagon car to use while at Southwind
Marina. He and I went to the MGM Culver City Studios once in it and I met those at the sound
department and saw the BOUNTY hull they had there on hydraulics that was used for the storm scenes
and the burnt spot where they burned a beautiful 36-inch model of BOUNTY. The burning of the model
was actor Marlon Brando’s idea. He and his girl Tarita in the movie died at the end of the movie. This
was not accurate. He played chief mate Fletcher Christian in the movie and had he died in real life there
would have been no Tom Christian, VR6TC. I learned a lot about movies while there to the point it was
hard to believe a lot of things in any future movies I watched.
While at Long Beach I was over on the Liberty ship THUNDERBIRD and met the Captain and Radio
Officer, the first time I had been on a Liberty ship. THUNDERBIRD was one of the 2,710 Liberty ships
mass produced during World War II.
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These two photographs were taken at Long Beach before we sailed.
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The guy on the left is Percy Coffin. Note Percy’s handmade rope shoes. The girl is Tarita the one who
married Marlon Brando. Bill Manning is playing guitar and Hugh Boyd is playing accordion. Bill Manning
is an American. The remainder of the crew was Canadian. That is Jimmie Johnson dancing with Tarita.
When we sailed from Long Beach Captain Coggins gave me a message to transmit telling our office the
time of our departure. I transmitted this message to radio station KSE, the first time I sent Morse code
via radio. This was the RCA Communication Inc. station for that area. I had served five years in the
Canadian Navy as a communicator supplementary rating that was renamed radioman special just prior
to my release. The American Navy equivalent was the communication technician at that date and time.
We simply monitored the complete radio spectrum and had to identify each and every radio signal we
heard. I had spent most of my time receiving fast Morse code and everyone had told me that if you
could copy Morse you could transmit Morse. Not really, I should have had a lot of transmitting practice.
The radio inspector who examined me for my license said they allowed a lot for nerves. Anyway, I made
out okay.
We ran into head winds as soon as we cleared the harbour at Long Beach. BOUNTY’s bow was so blunt
that the mate said it was like pushing a barn door through the water. We finally tacked way off shore
and back in order to make some headway north, the direction we wanted to go, and we told the office
accordingly.
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After several days the Captain woke me in the middle of the night and I jumped up and threw the
switches to get set to transmit, and he said “Whoa, what are you doing?” and I said “it is the middle of
the night, you want me, it must be important so I’m getting this thing set for maximum smoke”. He said
here send this and handed me a message advising the office we picked up a tail wind and would be in at
such and such a time. We were at the mouth of the Juan du Fuca Strait and the operator at VAK Victoria,
B.C. must be rather bored at this hour so I sent the message to him. Switched the station off and went
back to bed. When I got up in the morning I turned the station on to hear VAK calling me. It was an
answer to our message telling us to go hide someplace and not come into Vancouver until 10 AM
Saturday morning.
Captain Coggins was a sailing master and had been the sailing instructor teaching all naval officers how
to sail. He did that in this area so knew all the good spots to hide and told us of some of his experiences
teaching sailing in that area. He was a great captain and to say he was the best captain I ever sailed with
would be an insult to so many who were just as good.

This is HMCS ORIOLE a Bermuda rigged ketch with call sign CYWP and was part of Captain Coggins
command while in the navy and the vessel he sailed around the west coast.
We sailed into a little deserted cove on the southern tip of Vancouver Island and dropped the anchor to
stay there until it was time to go to the city of Vancouver. Everything that saw us came over for a closer
look. A mounted police patrol craft was one. A Trans Canada passenger aircraft spotted us and circled
for a closer look. There did not appear to be any passengers on board so we assumed it was a
maintenance crew testing something. We were there one or two days if I remember correctly and one
evening we had a beautiful sunset. Just as the sun was setting an outbound passenger liner lit up from
stem to stern spotted us and came over for a close look.
Hughie Boyd played piano accordion. Every ship I sailed in seemed to have one or two seamen that
enjoyed climbing around the rigging but Hughie was something else. His favourite spot on BOUNTY was
the top of the main mast, 118 feet above the water. I saw him leap down from there several times. He
would leap out and drop down on the rat lines several feet at a time and make something like four or
five leaps from top to bottom. Anyway, when this passenger liner came towards us Hughie grabs his
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accordion and heads for the main mast top. There he played his accordion and all the passengers lined
the rail on the passenger liner and sang along with him. One of the prettiest sights I saw at sea.
When we hauled in our anchor and departed for the city of Vancouver we ran into fog and HMCS
JONQUIRE came along and guided us until we cleared the fog. JONQUIRE was a Prestonian class frigate
with call sign CZJZ and I had sailed in three of that type while in the navy. BOUNTY had radar and we had
it working but it was nice to have the help from the frigate. The scanner on BOUNTY’s radar was
mounted on the foremast with plug in coils so that it could be removed and not appear in the movie.
While we were waiting in the cove for the time to enter the steel guitars were fine-tuned, they hung a
few large banners across the roads around the city stating “Vancouver Welcomes HMS BOUNTY”, and
the girls had their grass skirts ready. BOUNTY had a small boat radiotelephone mounted on top of the
two receivers in the radio room. A good megaphone was probably a bit better than this radiotelephone
but when we were entering or leaving port I spent my time in the radio room on this unit. A yacht
seemed to get a big kick out of welcoming us to the port.
What a mob, what a mob gathered to greet us. I forget the name of the yacht that called me and stated
we were going to the wrong dock. I politely told this yacht that we had three master mariners and a
harbour pilot on board so I feel they know what they are doing. He came back to me in a big panic and
said he was the harbour master, had a piece of pasteboard in the window of his yacht stating that and
we were headed to the wrong dock. I said I am wearing khaki pants, a white T-shirt and going on deck.
When I see you I will wave and then point this out to the captain. That is what I did and pointed this out
to Captain Coggins, and pointed out the dock the harbour master had told me where to go. This was the
only time I heard him swear and he ran half way up the rat lines on the main mast for a good view
around BOUNTY and managed to turn her within that mob. I still say it was his seamanship that
prevented a serious accident.
While we were alongside Vancouver my aunt and uncle came aboard with my newest cousin. We had a
great visit and they took me out to their home in Burnaby, B.C. While in Vancouver I received my
amateur radio station license and call sign VE0MO. One of the radio operators was aboard and took me
out to Vancouver radio and wanted to know what I thought of the station, it was now located at the
airport. They had just combined the aeradio and marine radio at most stations in Canada. I had a lot of
trouble trying to get this station to hear me and I learned why on this visit. I must have been there an
hour or so and met all the operators but while there I did not hear a signal from a ship like one should
have. I went to the radio inspector’s office to learn the cost of transmitting ship letter telegrams and
while there I mentioned to the inspectors they should come aboard BOUNTY and bring their children for
a good tour. The general public was allowed to walk around the upper deck only, but I could take a few
people below and show them around. Good grief, they cleaned out the whole building and came down
for a visit. Most were identifying in acronyms and I had no idea who they were. Most of these acronyms
had the letter R and translating that into radio meant no sense. I learned later the R stood for regional.
What could I do with this mob, it was after hours and the crew was rather pissed off to put it plainly.
That is one thing I learned to never do again. I gave them the upper deck tour only and tried to get rid of
them as fast as possible.
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When we departed Vancouver we went over to Victoria and lay alongside in front of the Empress Hotel
for a few days. There I met some of my wife’s relatives who showed me around and had me out to their
home. This was a great visit and I saw a lot of Victoria and the area around it.

We went from Victoria over to Seattle, Washington. That is the pilot at Seattle trying to scream an order
above the steel guitars and the general commotion as we entered Seattle. One can see a portion of the
mob that greeted us there. The World’s Fair was on at this time and they had just opened the famous
space needle. The pilot had a few lads with him from Recreation Unlimited and they brought on board
some CB radios. The CB radio was just created and one had to have a license for each station. They left
these units in the radio room for my use. Shortly after our arrival agents from the Federal
Communications Commission came on board and wanted to know who was operating these radios. I
was smart enough to tell them it was not little ole me but I am sure they knew different. The rules and
regulations around these radios were quite strict. I also had to have a card from the FCC in order to
operate the amateur radio station in U.S. ports.
Franklyn Milton was not happy with the amateur license for this station. The KWM-1 could operate on
20, 15, and 10-meters only. This unit operated on single sideband on phone only and no audio
modulation. My license permitted me to operate on international waters at sea on these bands but I was
not permitted up on 14300 kilohertz where Frank wanted me. I was permitted from 14000 to 14250.
This meant that the only American phone portion I could operate was from 14200 to 14250. Single
sideband was just coming into use and the unwritten rule was no sideband from 14200 to 14250 which
was reserved for audio modulation only. In the end I simply hung out on 14130 kilohertz and any
American station wanting contact would have to use radiotelegraph. I managed to work a few stations
that way but I had plenty of stations to operate. It was normally an explosion of stations when I went on
and I often had to take them one at a time by the digit in their call sign. I could operate on 14300 while
in American ports but they had a public address system on board to describe things to the multitude
that came on board. When I tried this it interfered with the public address system to the point it was
useless. Therefore all I could use was 14130 at sea.
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Radio Station VE0MO

They claim we had more people on board BOUNTY while at Seattle than they had at the world fair one
day. While in Seattle I was invited out to a meal with the local amateur radio operators. There were
about seven or eight at this meal and the main topic was amateur radio in space. They had just launched
the first Oscar satellite. 2-meter very high frequency radio was another topic. It was audio modulated at
the time and would not become frequency modulated for another couple of years. The main frequency
was 146.34 megahertz. A repeater had just been created that operated with the up frequency as 146.34
and the down frequency was 146.94 megahertz. They stated at this meal that the repeater had priority.
In other words if you were operating on one of those frequencies and someone went on the repeater
the one on the repeater was the one who was legit.
We departed Seattle for San Francisco and it was a pleasure going in and out of the American ports. The
United States Coast Guard placed a point class cutter on our bow in the lead with a 40-footer on each
side of us. The forty footers were identical to the ones in Canada. As a matter of fact the Canadian Air
Force and Canadian Coast Guard had these forty footers and the first were ones purchased in the United
States. These 40-footers had GM 671 diesel engines and one could feel the vibration from these engines
on BOUNTY’s deck. Each 40-footer had a two man crew. Both were P3 coastguardsmen the equivalent
of a leading seaman in the old Canadian navy. One was an engineman who stood on the port side with a
steel handle to hang on to and the other a quartermaster who stood on the starboard side, operated the
wheel and the engine controls. These vessels were equipped with sirens and good clear loud hailers. The
mob that greeted us was just as drunk as the Canadian mob but these vessels knew the dock we were
headed towards and they tolerated no foolishness. If a yacht started to drift in too close to BOUNTY they
would politely ask it to move. If it did not move they hit the siren, gave it a healthy shot of full ahead
scooping most of the water out from under the stern aimed at the offending yacht with the motorman
hanging on. Believe me they moved and we should have had the same help from the mounted police
marine division in Canada. The RCMP VICTORIA with call sign CGMS followed us into Vancouver so far
from us it was hard to get a photo of her. She was a steel built copy of the navy’s Fairmile motor launch.
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When I shut down in Vancouver I called her and told her I was shutting down my station with as much
sarcasm as I felt necessary. I suppose RCMP VICTORIA would have had to have permission in twelve
copies from Ottawa prior to coming up alongside and giving us a hand.
Turner Classic Movies showed a short newscast on their TV channel of our arrival in San Francisco that I
tried to record. I tried to purchase a copy of this newscast but got nowhere. We went in alongside the
Fisherman’s Wharf with all sail set including the cooks apron on the main masthead. As we came
alongside both our chief and second mates was hanging onto the rail with white knuckles. When Captain
Coggins ordered the sails dropped BOUNTY righted and stopped right at the dock. Both mates held
master mariners certificates and pounded each other on the back from that performance. It is a wonder
a movie has not been made of Captain Coggins life. He left home on a tern schooner when a teen ager
and the captain of the schooner died. They buried the captain at sea and Coggins took command and
brought the schooner home. His father said he felt his boys had web feet the way they took to the sea.
Several amateur radio operators met me in San Francisco and a couple of them had me up to their
homes for a visit. The Captains wife and young son from my visit in the Liberty ship THUNDERBIRD while
at Long Beach came aboard to tell me how pleased the captain was with the THUNDERBIRD’s
performance to the Far East. He had told her to come see me and I gave them the grand tour. She then
wanted me to go up to her home with her, but I declined.
After San Francisco we sailed down the west coast to the Panama Canal. The highest level of radio static
is in the Caribbean Sea east of Mexico but there is plenty on the west coast of Mexico. This static is from
all the heat lightning along the tops of the high elevation of Mexico. It is very beautiful at night and I
remember various colours. We were supposed to make a log entry at least every fifteen minutes while
on watch of signals heard on 500-kilohertz. All I heard was static except I still laugh when I think of it,
while sailing down past Baja California, Mexico the operator at La Paz radio XFK woke up and sent a
viscous call stating he had nothing and wanted to know if anyone had anything for him. His Morse was
not on and off like it should have been, his transmitter just shifted in frequency as he transmitted. I had
no trouble copying his signal but it sounded a lot like a donkey braying.
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While we were sailing down the Pacific towards Panama I walked up on deck for some fresh air. I forget
who was steering BOUNTY at the time but he asked me to steer for a while why he went below for a few
minutes. I hope everyone has had one of these moments at some time during their life, but while I was
steering I had the strong feeling I had been there and done that many years before.
I kept busy on the amateur radio when not busy with the marine radio. I wanted to do a good job and
earn that radio. I had connected with the descendants of the mutineers on Pitcairn Island and we tried a
3-way contact. The mutineers, the BOUNTY and Bill Bligh at home in Halifax. Bill was a descendant of the
captain Bligh of the mutiny and operated a radio TV repair business in Halifax. He kept a chart in his
store window and kept our position on this chart for one and all to see. This 3-way did not work. All Bill
could hear from Pitcairn was just enough signals to know someone was there. Bill did some wonderful
things for us on BOUNTY and had our wives at his home to talk to their husband on board. I have had
Bill’s VE1BC call sign since January 1975.
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I had a chat with the leader of Panama via amateur radio and he met me when we arrived in the canal.
We spent a few days alongside Balboa and we had a good look around the city the dirtiest hole I had
ever witnessed. Actually, our 3rd mate told me he had been through the canal many times but had not
gone ashore and wanted to know if I would go with him. We put a few dollars in our pockets and
nothing else and wandered around. There were derelicts begging in the streets, kids trying to peddle
their young sisters for sexual services, one would have had to see it to believe it. Most of the derelicts
were the type we keep locked away in institutions in Canada. It was quite an education.
The United Fruit Company banana boat YAQUE with call sign KVVM was alongside Balboa and we were
over and visited with one of her engineers, the radio officer was not on board. The Chiquita brand
bananas one buys in the grocery store today are the former United Fruit Company fruit. Chiquita is
Spanish that translates into “little girl”. When you notice someone in a grocery removing bananas from a
cardboard box today that is the way the bananas left the plantation. I would like to see how this is done
today because years ago they cut off the large stock of bananas and shipped them that way.
I had phoned my wife Joan from San Francisco to get a lecture on the few letters I was sending her. So I
wrote two thick letters to her on the way to Panama and described the fish we saw, the two sea turtles
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we passed where one waved good bye to us and anything else I could think of. I mailed these two letters
in Panama and we have yet to see them. I hope whoever received them enjoyed them.
After a few days alongside Balboa we departed and went through the Gatun Lakes to Colon, Panama.
We simply stopped at Colon and dropped the pilot into the pilot boat and carried on towards New
Orleans. It was a beautiful warm cruise and the weather remained very nice.
Just before we arrived at the pilot station at the mouth of the Mississippi River we passed a boat with a
young lad fishing. He looked up and asked “are ya all gonna sail that little ole boat up the river?” Yes, we
have arrived in the south. We tied up at the foot of Canal Street and lay there for four or five days taking
on board anyone who wanted to walk around the upper deck.
I phoned Joan as soon as I could to learn she had not heard from me since my letter from San Francisco
so needless to say that was not a pleasant phone call.
While at New Orleans Bob Tubbs from Bernice came on board and asked if there was a radio operator. I
forget who he asked but they brought him down to the radio room and Bob and I have been friends
since. He had received his amateur radio call sign WA5AWC shortly before our visit and still has it. Joan
and I were down for a visit on our way to Arizona for the winter of 2010-2011. That will probably be our
last visit.
I was the only officer on board late one evening while there and I went top side to see what the noise
was. Here a guy walked on board with a banjo and was sitting under the long boat signing sea chanties. I
left him there. He seemed quite happy and harmless.
Three or four of us were walking around the city one evening and I said to them if you want to see
something foolish watch this. I walked into a shoe store and asked for a pair of size 14D wellingtons.
Normally the clerk would look at me as though I had too many holes in my head but this one said, “Yes
Sir, what colour?” I’ll be darned; he had lots of customers with big feet and no problem so I bought a
pair.
We sailed from New Orleans for Miami with John Keasler, a Miami News newspaper reporter. He asked
me to transmit his story the first evening at sea. I called radio station WNU on 4-megahertz and told
them I had a long PRESSE. Their operator said great, we have an extra operator here and asked me for
my 4-megahrtz working frequencies. He chooses the highest and told me to simply transmit on that
frequency and not pay any attention to them, simply transmit. I did as told and I have a copy of the story
as it appeared in the Miami News on August 13 th, 1962. When I finished the WNU operator jokingly told
me I was two words out on my word count, acknowledged receipt and we wished each other a good
night. When John came in with his story the next evening he wanted a phone call to the newspaper. He
said he did not want to see me transmit it like I had. I said I need the practice but there was no way of
talking him into letting me transmit it via Morse code. The radiotelephone was not the best but I
managed to get him connected to his office and he had someone there type it for him. We were in the
Gulf of Mexico going down the west side of Florida.
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One of John’s opening paragraphs appealed to all of us “This will doubtless be the last big square-rigger
ever built and you almost have to sail aboard her to know how sad that is.” We were five days from New
Orleans to Miami. We were towed straight in to Miami without any fanfare and simply docked with the
other yachts that were in port. The crew from Windjammer Barefoot Cruises came over and we all had a
great time with them. This company fixed up an old British Side Trawler as a supply vessel years ago and
named it the BAREFOOT ROGUE. One could purchase a cruise on this vessel and sail in it as they met and
supplied their sailing fleet with stores. I often felt I would enjoy a trip on that vessel simply because I
would get a chance to see their vessels under sail. I did not see BOUNTY under sail because I was always
on her when under sail. This is one of those things that often cross your mind but you never undertake.
We departed Miami after several days alongside. MGM was different and Captain Coggins stated he had
never run into anything like it. There seemed to be a lot of friction between the various departments
and the people in charge of them. We never knew from one port to the next where we were going. We
received orders to sail for Boston. We had a nice tail wind going up the east coast of the United States
and we managed the best speed BOUNTY managed while a Canadian Yacht. We managed 9.6 knots on
the run from Miami to Boston.
We laid on Georges Bank waiting for the time to enter Boston. Chief Mate Ralph Hemphill managed to
catch something while jigging one afternoon. I am not sure what it was but like Don Johnson said
anything caught is good to eat. We ate it and it was good. Our cook Louis Boucher could make anything
taste good and we all had to let our pants out a bit after living with him. The food was fantastic and one
could have a brick of ice-cream for desert. Ralph was one who liked eating and it was amazing the
amount of food he could eat at any meal.

I had transmitted some ship letter telegrams for some of the crew. We were
lying out of sight off Boston waiting the time for our arrival. The captain had just
paid us and I was wandering around trying to catch those who sent these
telegrams and collect the couple of dollars they owed the ship. On the way back
I stopped in the officer’s washroom. The chief engineer stuck his head in and
asked if I was there. He told me he just left something on my bunk. I thanked
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him thinking it was a tool he had borrowed, we shared the few tools we had. I
sauntered back to my cabin combined radio room and was taking another look
at my list as I stepped into the cabin. Then I noticed my wife of less than one
year sitting on my bunk. "How in the world did you get here?" we were still at
sea. She and the captain's wife had driven over in the captain's car. They
checked into the Ritz Hotel and went for a walk. They came to a police sergeant
at a corner and asked him when the BOUNTY was due to arrive. When he
learned who they were he whipped out his handy dandy radio and called in the
nearest police car. Joan said she was half scared to death, it was red light and
siren down through the city to the police dock, into a police launch and out to
the Bounty. The police probably wanted an excuse to come out and see us. It
was quite a shock.
When I made contact with some station on amateur radio I would send them a
card and a booklet advertising the movie. They in turn sent me their card. I
pinned these cards up around my bunk. The captain was fascinated with them.
When anyone came aboard to visit him that is the first thing he showed them.
We put on quite a show entering the harbour. The steel guitars would cut in as
we came into sight, a few of the lads would be furling the last of the sail and of
course the girls in the grass skirts.

Hughie Boyd had just finished knitting his girlfriend a dress. He spotted her on
the dock waiting for us and he ran out on the bow sprit, dove in, swam ashore
and grabbed her. A photo of this appeared in all the newspapers.
We tied up at Castle Island and had a great visit. Most folks from Nova Scotia
had relatives in Boston at that time because so many members of the various
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families had those who moved to the Boston States for work. Both Joan and I
had a number of relatives and we rented a car and visited most of them.
Louis Boucher put on a special dinner for the Second Anniversary of the
Launching of HMS BOUNTY at Boston. She had been launched on August 27 th,
1960 and we held this dinner on August 27th, 1962.
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This is Louis’s menu after laying around for nearly 60-years and going through
one flooded basement. We are lucky to still have it.
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This is a newspaper clipping from the Chronicle Herald, Halifax, Nova Scotia that
appeared while we were at Boston.
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Joan’s sister flew over and after a visit flew back home with Joan. One of the
seamen had a dislike for Americans and was going to throw the American Pilot
overboard while we were transiting the Panama Canal. He was fired and flew
home with Joan and her sister on a Trans-Canada Airlines flight into Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia.
Captain Coggins replaced my antenna with cap tarred proper seven strand
copper antenna wire in Boston. Where he found it I did not dare ask but now my
station was as good as we can make it. Why I did not think of a lifeboat
emergency radio is beyond me but looking back that is the one thing we should
have had. Captain Coggins mentioned at a meal one time that there must be
something wrong with the radar because one of the crew complained of getting
a jolt while aloft. I said nothing but was convinced it was my amateur radio
transmission, so cut back on the amateur radio for a while and heard nothing
more.
We were bound for Calais, France when we sailed from Boston. We did not stop
at Halifax and there were mixed feelings over that.
We were in a bit of weather sailing along off eastern Canada and when I got off
watch at 10 AM one morning I felt like a cup of Louis’s coffee. I walked back to
the galley and as I reached the galley door BOUNTY went over a sea. I grabbed
both sides of the door and hung on. Louis kept his flour in a large plastic
garbage can and this sea caused that can to roll over from its storage space
under a counter. It rolled rather neat, right upside down leaving a perfect
pyramid of flour then the empty can rolled off to the side. Louis looked at it and
then said to the 2nd cook Levi Gloade standing nearby, clean it up. At that
moment a cockroach wiggled out of the tip of the pile of flour. Louis screamed
“does Mexican sons bitches” and jumped on it. Louis was not very big, his apron
flew up in a big cloud of flour and it was funny. I said to heck with this, turned
and went back to my cabin without the coffee.
Louis came from a large Quebec family and I forget how many of his siblings
passed away why we sailed together. Captain Coggins had a lot of applications
for the position of cook and he hired Louis from the Georgian Towers Hotel on
the west coast. He was one fantastic cook. So many of his siblings passed away
that I began to hate turning the radio on for fear there would be another.
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Was I ever that young? Bounty was my fourth ship of the twelve ships I sailed in
over the years. I was just like that transmitting our noon position when we
tripped half way across the Atlantic. I tripped twice while at sea. A ship trips
when she goes up on a huge sea and gets blown down in the trough. When
Bounty did it I had just started to transmit our noon position via WCC the RCA
station on Cape Cod. I had just sent BOU and wap the bulkhead you are looking
at became the ceiling. I dropped out of my chair and down through the door just
behind me. I caught both sides of the door and hung on. The captain’s cabin was
just across the hall, it was amazing how fast he climbed up out of his cabin and
started yelling all hands on deck. I was not scared; I was trying to figure out how
he did that. To hell with the radio, I fell in behind him and went up on deck. We
had two pieces of 10 by 10 with canvas between them that we were going to
use for a sea anchor if it got real rough. That had broken loose and the seamen
wrestled that down and lashed it.
One of the canons broke loose and the captain and I wrestled that down and
lashed it. This was the only damage. The canons were made of wood but looked
like the real thing. They had a steel pipe in the barrel so that one could fire a
small charge. That was it, back to the radio. I must have been gone about 1/2
hour so I did not expect the guy on the other end to be waiting, but I grabbed
the old hand key and gave him a quick snap - I'll be darned he was still waiting
so I finished the message. He acknowledged receipt and said is it rough? I
simply said a bit and signed off. He was likely able to tell from my signal that we were in
weather. I had made up a light socket with a couple of pig tails. I put a 100-watt light bulb in the socket
and placed this in the antenna transmission line of the transmitter. When BOUNTY was on an even keel
the light from this was very bright and when BOUNTY rolled over this light would get weak and finally
disappear. This was a good indication my transmission would vary in strength and be noticeable to
anyone receiving the signal. I would say it was an indication the radio was connected to the sheet of
copper and it was working; as the sheet came up the light faded and the light was brightest when the
sheet was as far down as it would go.
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This is Chief Mate Ralph Hemphill walking down between the officers cabins in
Bounty at sea. See how the ship is leaning, no it is not Ralph we have all the sail
set.

BOUNTY is at Calais, France and the German freighter HEINRICH
GRAMMERSTORF with call sign DHQT is berthed just behind her out of sight. She
had just brought in a load of pulpwood from Pugwash; N.S. Our Chief Mate Ralph
had spent the war in an MTB shooting up things around this area.
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MTB 459

We had a great time with the GRAMMERSTORF's German crew. Ralph and her
Chief Mate got to comparing notes and realized he was in a similar German boat
during the war and that they had exchanged bullets on occasion.

A German E boat

The last time the two chief mates were together they were going down the dock,
arm in arm, and drunk as skunks and signing their lungs out on the way to the
Bar de France for more booze.
We sailed to London, England on leaving Calais. We lay off the White Cliffs of Dover for a day collecting a
pilot, clearing customs and so on. We then entered the Thames River and went up to the Tower of
London Pool.
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Once we cleared the Tower Bridge we laid the wheel hard right and laid her
alongside the moorings at the foot of the London Tower in the London Tower
Pool. We left her there for a week. Coming up the Thames River I operated the
Pilots portable radio leaving him to run around and keep an eye on things. Chief
Engineer Munroe was on the engine controls and Captain Coggins was there
with us of course. The Captain looked at me and said "Who is meeting you here
Sparks?" I said "No one Cap." My amateur radio station quit operating on the
Atlantic Ocean crossing and I was unable to get parts before I sold it. The field
next to the mooring was filled with people and just as we were finishing the
docking one of the nicest looking girls in the crowd started calling my name. The
Captain gave me a queer look and I said to him "Who the hell is that?" It was a
girl who had grown up with my wife and was now teaching school in London.
She and her friends gave us all a fantastic tour of London.
I spent one day while docked at London riding the trains up to the Brookside cemetery and visited my
uncle’s grave. He was a motorcycle dispatch rider in the Canadian Army stationed at Camp Aldershot in
England and had been killed in an accident.
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From London we sailed down to Santa Cruz de Tenerife on the Canary Islands. That was a beautiful port
with the smell of the flowers; the streets were paved in something that looked like marble. I asked a cab
driver to take me to an electronics store with hopes of getting the parts I needed for my amateur radio
station. He took me to a jewelry store that sold transistor radios so I gave up on that. I was hoping to
meet Christina Christabel, who was an amateur radio operator, but she lived on the other side of the
island and I did not get to meet her. I no longer remember the call sign Christina was using and was told
that it was her father’s call sign. She was quite active.
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Entering Santa Cruz de Tenerife and this is the last of the photographs I took of the voyage. I must have
been getting tired because I have none of us alongside or any of the ports we visited after this.

This is a post card I have of Santa Cruz de Tenerife. This post card is by Philippe Martin, Las Palmas. I
must have been tired of the whole thing and anxious to get home like the rest of the crew. If I remember
correctly that statue is in memory of Christopher Columbus who visited the island apparently on his way
west.
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These are some of the flowers around Tenerife that made the island smell so nice.
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This is a girl from Tenerife in her native costume. I brought Joan home a doll dressed like that. One of
several things I brought home for Joan. The other doll was from France and three nice wool skirts from
England. I had a bottle of French perfume and my clothes locker was above the radio station power
supply and that was above the engine room. It could get rather hot and it did one time and the perfume
blew breaking the bottle. Fortunately it did not stain anything but I will guarantee that I had the best
smelling radio room at sea for several days.
We had a good visit at Santa Cruz for several days and made many memories and then sailed for New
York City for the premiere of the movie on November 6 th, 1962. This was the route the old sailing vessels
took going over in the north and coming back father south. We radio officers worked two hours on, two
hours off making up an eight hour day in two hour sections. I finished my last two hour shift at 10PM as
we passed close to Cuba. It was rather warm and I went up on deck for some fresh air and visit with
most of the crew. It is beautiful at night in that country. There are so many stars that one feels like they
could reach up and get an armful. My eyes had not adjusted to the dark when I reached the upper deck.
One of the seamen, Bob Savage was lying on the deck near the head of the ladder. Bob said “things are
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getting back to normal Sparks”. I simply said “how’s that Bob”? He said “my radio is starting to speak
English again.” He was starting to hear the radio stations in the southern United States.
I do not believe I found a spot to sit and chat when all of a sudden it was instant daylight and a few
seconds later some hot shot air engineer red lined four large aircraft engines. It is a wonder BOUNTY did
not sail out from under some of us when we jumped. I had BOUNTY’s signal lamp mounted on the rail
on that side. I tried to practice Morse on the light with each ship we met. I think the aircraft got as big a
shock as we did. You could almost hear them say “has that thing been out here two hundred years”? I
grabbed the signal lamp and flashed BOUNTY real slow to the wheelhouse of the aircraft. The aircraft
left its landing lights on and did a real slow circle. There were no hand held radios, very high frequency
radios and the like back then. Strictly Morse although we had a small boat radio telephone but it was so
poor a good megaphone was better. I transmitted BOUNTY twice real slow as the aircraft did two
complete circles around us. Then I got mad because no one stuck a signal lamp in a window of the
aircraft and had a chat with me. By this time the Captain wanted to know what was going on.
Right after the aircraft left I ran to the radio room. There was nothing on 500 kilohertz the distress and
calling frequency so I swung up to 512 kilohertz a frequency we used as an intercom between radio
rooms. I must have arrived when two British ships started to chat. One was outbound with motor cars
and was bringing home a cargo of sugar. The other was loaded with Russian equipment and had stopped
waiting for orders. The British flag was one of the biggest flags of convenience at sea. This is all I had and
passed it on to the others.
We did not learn what was going on until we arrived at New York City. It was as close as I want to get to
World War III. John Boileau describes this best in his book “Halifax and the Royal Canadian Navy”. Both
the Canadian and United States Navy were on full alert. The Canadian Navy had everything they owned
at sea and my old squadron the 9th was stationed on the Grand Banks. I had been a Radioman Special
Rating and my former shipmates told me they had been keeping a close eye on the Russian Submarines
and apparently President Kennedy phoned and told Nikita Khrushchev exactly where each of his
submarines were and if he did not get out of Cuba those submarines would not be home for supper.
Russia backed down then and thank God. The naval ratings were more scared than we were because
they knew how close it was to war.
After the premier of the movie we sailed BOUNTY to Baltimore where they were refitting or rebuilding
the USS CONSTELLATION one of the ships of the late seventeen hundreds that was a sister of the USS
CONSTITUTION. The USS CONSTITUTION is the oldest ship in commission in the United States Navy and
is berthed at Boston. After Baltimore we sailed to Philadelphia and President Kennedy’s children,
Caroline and John John were rumoured to be coming on board but they did not show up. In the navy we
used to say if you have not heard a rumour by 10 AM start one and this was another rumour.
Frank K2SQM, from Camden, New Jersey, came on board in Philadelphia and invited me to his ham radio
club meeting. I was thinking it would be the same as the one in Seattle, seven or eight hams. It was the
South Jersey Amateur Radio Club and it looked like the population of New Jersey to me. They had me up
to speak and believe me I was nervous. Then I heard a lady in the front say “boy is he nervous” and that
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was no help but I made it. I simply said what I had been saying on the ham bands. Frank had a cottage
here in Nova Scotia and became one of our biggest members in the Halifax Amateur Radio Club. Frank
was also VE1SQM.
After a couple of days at Philadelphia we sailed BOUNTY around to Jacobson’s Shipyard in Oyster Bay,
New York and left her there. We were paid off and flown home on December 5 th, 1962 a very
memorable year.
They stripped BOUNTY below decks and made it like the original ship in that area. After that she went
through many changes over the years. The only thing left when she sank in 2012 was the hull. The
engines had been replaced with John Deere engines. The deck was wide open where our cabins had
been and the crew was living on the next deck down. The thing that turned me off was the colour. The
colour of the hull, spars and so on had been Americanised; to black and white. BOUNTY had visited
Halifax two months before she sank and I was on board then.
There was a new survey vessel at Jacobson’s Shipyard slated for a river in Venezuela. Louis Boucher and
Raymond Roy our 2nd engineer were hired as part of the crew to take that to Venezuela. That would
have been a nice trip. I have had one letter from Raymond since sailing in BOUNTY but have since lost
contact.

End
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